
Body 

10 BREAKTHROUGH STRATEGIES TO 

UNLOCK YOUR BODYS TRUE POTENTIAL!

If you are here then you may already know 

who I am, if you don’t know who I am, my 

name is Jay Bennett. 

Transformation 

Strategies  

I help men build an incredible physique. 





BUILDING A SOLID ROUTINE 

Building an incredible physique requires a solid routine, having a 

routine in place will allow you to optimise your progress on a 

day to day basis without running into any issues. 

When you pre plan every move you are going go make, your day 

runs like clock work, when you combine a solid routine with 

nutrition & training you lay the path for success before it has 

even begun. 

Below is one of my routine planners, this allows you to break 

down all the tasks you have to do for the day, plan how long they 

are going to take & calculate the hours need to complete these 

tasks. 

You can use this method to build your own routine, this is the 

back bone of every transformation I have completed, without 

this, there is no structure. 



HYDRATION 

HOW MUCH WATER SHOULD YOU BE CONSUMING? 

Below is my water intake formula, this formula will 

give you your baseline water intake for you. 

For e.g, if you weigh 220 pound, 0.025 x 220 = 5.5L 

0.025 X BODYWEIGHT IN POUNDS = WATER INTAKE NEEDED

WHENS THE BEST TIME TO DRINK WATER? 

To help you in the best possible way, the best time 

to consume water to optimise progress is by 

consuming the majority of your needed intake in the 

run up to your training session, and then continue to 

drink during your training, then taper this down after 

your training. 

Training early hours? Wake up, consume at least 1 

litre before your training!  

REMEMBER: your muscle is “80%” part water, no 

water = empty muscle. 



ROBBIE SHEARER - 16 WEEK TRANSFORMATION  

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL 

“In my 16 weeks jay motivated me daily 

and shown me how prepping and planning 

ahead gives massive results no matter the 

the journey, whether it be gaining muscle 

or fat loss, we achieved both in 16 weeks” 



SLEEP, REST & RECOVERY

HOW MUCH SLEEP SHOULD YOU HAVE? 

8 hours is an ideal amount of time, this gives your 

body time to repair & recover while you sleep, if you 

cannot physically get 8, 6 would be minimal, any 

less than this & you’ll be compromising your 

progress. 

HOW MUCH ACTIVE REST SHOULD YOU HAVE? 

Firstly what is active rest? Active rest is when you 

are awake, active, moving, but resting from intense 

exercise, we do this to keep active, keep digestion 

moving, but without the damage from heavy 

resistance training. 

I recommend 2 active rest days per week, a good 

example would be Wednesday & Saturday to break 

up the week. 



NUTRIENT TIMING 

FUELING YOUR BODY WITH THE CORRECT 

NUTRIENTS BEFORE TRAINING 

You must fuel your body in order to be able to push 

through intense workouts, how do we do this?  

By consuming a large amount of complex 

carbohydrates before your training session. 

Complex carbohydrates are an efficient source of 

energy which aid muscle contractions, once 

consumed, complex carbohydrates are broken down 

into smaller sugars, glucose, fructose & galactose, 

to be used as energy for immediate tasks such as 

weight lifting & intense exercise. 



JACK BURTON - 8 WEEK TRANSFORMATION  

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL 

“Jay got me looking the best I had in years, 

in only eight weeks, but the change in 

mindset has helped me keep everything up 

three times longer” 



CREATING VOLUME  

WHAT IS CREATING VOLUME? 

Creating volume is where you make a basic meals 

larger by adding low carb / low calorie vegetables to 

increase the volume of food you are eating. When I 

build a clients plan I take this into consideration & 

usually leave around 100-200 calories open for 

clients to bulk out there meals with vegetables of 

there choice, this helps curb hunger & make every 

meal feel as if its twice as big, without the damage, 

below is a simple example. 

200G CHICKEN BREAST 200G CHICKEN BREAST WITH ADDED VEGETABLES 



PROTEIN INTAKE

HOW MUCH PROTEIN SHOULD YOU CONSUME? 

Below is my protein intake formula, this formula will 

give you your baseline protein intake for you. 

For e.g, if you weigh 220 pound, 1.5 x 220 = 330g 

1.5G X BODYWEIGHT IN POUNDS = PROTEIN INTAKE NEEDED

You should consume 20-30g portions of protein 

throughout the day, every 2-3 hours in meals & then 

top up your protein intake using supplements such a 

protein powder, your body needs protein to rebuild, 

give it the building blocks to do this, protein!  



CLIENT TESTIMONIAL 

“In less than 12 months jay prepped me through 2 

competitions & got me in the best shape of my life, 

im now chasing my bodybuilding dreams because 

jay seen the potential I had & acted on it” 



DIGESTION 

WHAT DOES DIGESTION HAVE TO DO WITH A BODY 

TRANSFORMATION? 

Digestion is actually one of the key 

components to achieving a great body 

transformation.  

If your digestive system is not running 

smoothly, then the nutrients you are consuming 

will not be delivered at the correct time. 

 Poor digestion is like a traffic jam, the 

nutrients are there, just not moving, we want to 

keep the traffic flowing! 



DIGESTION 

3 OF MY TOP TIPS FOR IMPROVING DIGESTION 

Taking a shot of ginger first thing in the morning, 

you can make this yourself or buy pre made ginger 

shots, why? ginger is known to stimulate saliva, bile 

and gastric enzymes that aid digestion and help 

speed the movement of food from the stomach to 

the small intestine. 

Eating 50g of Pineapple with your main meals, 

Pineapples are the only known food source of 

bromelain, a combination of enzymes that digest 

protein. 

Complete 20-30 minutes of cardio per day, physical 

activity such as cardio increases blood flow to the 

muscles in your digestive system, a process know 

as peristalsis, this causes your digestive tract to 

work more quickly & effectively. 



CARDIO 

WHEN & WHY SHOULD YOU DO 

CARDIO? 

When completing a body transformation, I use 

cardio as a tool for multiple reasons. 

#1 To keep the cardio vascular system running at an  

optimal level, your heart is the pump to your body 

and muscle, a healthy heart means better blood 

flow, which = better pumps in the gym & overall 

performance. 

#2 Burning fat, when a client is in a calorie deficit, I 

push them further into a deficit with cardio tasks, 

this will be a basic piece of equipment for 20-30 

minutes per day at a steady state. 

#3 Digestion, this point has already been covered 

above, but it is still one of the key reasons for doing 

cardio! 



PROGRESSIVE OVERLOAD IN TRAINING

WHAT IS PROGRESSIVE OVERLOAD? 

Progressive overload is a gradual increase of 

weight, frequency or reps over period of your 

training split, each week you must beat the previous 

week, This challenges your body and allows your 

musculoskeletal system to get stronger, with this 

comes the bigger, harder, leaner physique. 

Below is an example of progressive overload. 

Flat bench barbell press 

WEEK 1 - 100 kg / 10 Reps  

WEEK 2 - 100 kg / 12 Reps  

WEEK 3 - 120 kg / 6 Reps  

WEEK 4 - 120 kg / 8 Reps  



TRAIN WITH INTENT

TRAIN WITH INTENT! 

Train like you want it, people with a great physique 

have worked for it, go into every session and give it 

100%, leave nothing unturned in the gym, go all in. 



CLIENT JACK BURTON 

CLIENT JACK (GEORDIE SHORE MTV) 

JB



WOULD YOU LIKE TO ACHIEVE RESULTS 

JUST LIKE THESE? 

Click the link below to book your 

personalised results road map 

coaching call & learn how you 

can achieve your very own body 

transformation. 

BOOK A CALL 

https://calendly.com/coachedbyjb1/bts-road-map-results-call

